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	TITLE: Citrus Core Transformation Facility as a platform for testing of different genes and/or sequences that have potential to render Citrus plants tolerant or resistant to diseases
	DATE: 7/7/2014
	SPONSOR: [Citrus Research and Development Foundation]
	CATEGORY: [Transgenic/Metagenomic Mediation of Resistance]
	ABSTRACT: The Core Citrus Transformation Facility (CCTF) continued to function as a platform for testing of different genes that could potentially render Citrus plants tolerant to greening disease. Almost all of the efforts in the facility are directed towards a single goal-producing valuable transgenic plants that may survive greening bacteria-induced infection. Due to a present way of functioning, in some periods of time the CCTF becomes, to a certain degree, an extended arm of research labs. As such, we follow developments taking place in those labs. Recently, five vectors that were previously supplied to the CCTF by one lab were modified and are being used in the latest co-incubation experiments. These five vectors could be considered as new orders. There were no other new orders. 
Within the last three months, CCTF serviced old orders but the work was also done on the recent order placed by the CRDF. The progress was made for all the orders. For the existing and new orders, additional co-incubation experiments were performed with the appropriate plant material and Agrobacterium strains. Selection of putatively transgenic shoots based on the PCR screen continued without interruption. Production of rootstock plants carrying the NPR1 gene requested by the CRDF is continuing as planned. High number of shoots (~800) was tested in the primary PCR and about 120 of them were positive. Because of our effort to accelerate the production of this material, shoots harvested from explants were placed on medium with gibberellic acid (GA3) to promote the elongation prior to primary PCR screen. Elongated shoots are much easier to graft. The treatment with GA3 turned out to be detrimental for many of these shoots and about 30 of them that were positive in the primary PCR screen were lost as their elongated stems did not sustain grafting well. Of those shoots that were positive in the primary screen and survived the grafting, 27 were moved from in vitro environment to pots. Four of those plants were negative in the secondary PCR while 23 were positive.  Those 23 plants are growing well on the light bench in the lab.
For the last three months, CCTF produced plants for the following orders: pX4- 18 plants, pNah-three plants, pX11- two plants, pHGJ2- two plants, pHGJ10+ pHGJ11-five plants, pNPR1-23 plants, pNPR1-G-three plants, pELP3-G-one plant, pELP4-G- one plant, pMG105- two plants, and pTMN1-seven plants. Within this group of transgenic plants, two were C. macrophylla, three were Valencia orange, four were Swingle citrumelo, 17 were Carrizo citrange, and 41 were Duncan grapefruit.
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